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Trafiklab
Here's our app:

Warn me 45 minutes before the bus to work arrives
Warn me 10 minutes before I need to leave to catch the bus
Who created it?

Municipal IT staff
Who created it?

Municipal IT staff

On paid AND volunteer time
Who created it?

Municipal IT staff
On paid AND volunteer time
Some municipalities pulled out
2015

Oooh, shiny thing, what's it do?
Whee-woo-whee-woo-whee-woo

Do YOU know where your paperwork is?
#0: Ascertain current legal status & get approvals
OpenChain
A software supply chain where free/open source software (FOSS) is delivered with trusted and consistent compliance information.
G1: Know Your FOSS Responsibilities
G1: Know Your FOSS Responsibilities

1.1 Documented FOSS policy & procedure to make all software staff aware
G1: Know Your FOSS Responsibilities

1.1 Documented FOSS policy & procedure to make all software staff aware

1.2 Mandatory FOSS training
G1: Know Your FOSS Responsibilities

1.1 Documented FOSS policy & procedure to make all software staff aware
1.2 Mandatory FOSS training
1.3 [new] Process for review identified licenses
G2: Assign responsibility for achieving compliance
G2: Assign responsibility for achieving compliance

2.1 Identify FOSS Liaison Function
G2: Assign responsibility for achieving compliance

2.1 Identify FOSS Liaison Function

2.2 Identify Internal FOSS Compliance Role(s)
G3: Review and Approve FOSS Content
G3: Review and Approve FOSS Content

3.1 Identify, track and archive FOSS components
G3: Review and Approve FOSS Content

3.1 Identify, track and archive FOSS components

3.2 Handle typical FOSS use cases encountered
G4: Deliver FOSS Content Documentation and Artifacts

4.1: Prepare artifacts for supplied software
G5: Understanding FOSS Community Engagement

5.1 Written policy exists for external contributions

5.2 Documented procedure
What is OpenChain?
Baseline
What about umbrellas?
Is OpenChain relevant for community projects?
YES